
Some Rules for Writing  
 

1. Start a new PARAGRAPH when: 

a. You start a new topic 

b. You change to a new time 

c. You change to a new place 

d. A new person begins to speak 

e. You want to produce a dramatic effect 

2. Parts of a Paragraph 

a. Topic Sentence – what your paragraph is about 

b. Supporting Sentences – add details and should be bout the topic 

c. Concluding Sentence – closes your paragraph 

 

3. CAPITALIZE: 

a. The first letter of names of people, organizations and places 

b. Adjectives that are made from the names of people and places (Mexican food) 

c. Initials 

d. The first letter of directions only when they are used to designate actual places, not when they 

point to a direction (We are visiting the Southwest, but we had to drive east.) 

e. The first letter of the names of the month and the days of the week 

f. The official title of a person (including abbreviations) but only when used with the person’s name 

(Dr. Ford but not the doctor) 

g. The first letter of important words in a title of a book magazine, story, essay, etc. 

h. Historical events and documents  (The Gettysburg Address) 

i. The names of languages, nationalities, races and religions 

j. Acronyms (CARE) and Initialisms (NCAA) 

 

4. TRANSITIONS  

a. Words used to show location: 

above  around  between inside  outside 
across  behind  by  into  over 
against  below  down  near  throughout 
along  beneath in back of next to  to the right 
among  beside  in front of on top of under 
 

b. Words used to show time: 

about  during  yesterday until  finally 

after  first  meanwhile next  then 

at  second  today  soon  as soon as 

before  to begin tomorrow later  in the end 

first  to continue now  second  during 

third  to conclude eventually  

 

c. Words used to compare things: 

likewise  in the same way  one way another way 

like  also                as  similarly both   

 

d. Words used to contrast (show difference) 

but  still  although on the other hand although 



however yet  otherwise even though nevertheless 

e. Words used to emphasize a point: 

again  truly  especially for this reason 

to repeat in fact  to emphasize  

 

f. Words used to conclude or summarize: 

finally  as a result to sum it up in conclusion lastly 

therefore all in all  because 

 

g. Words used to add information: 

again  another  for instance for example also 

and  moreover additionally as well  besides 

along with other  next  finally  in addition 

 

h. Words used to clarify: 

In other words    for instance  that is     for example     equally important 

 

5. WAYS TO AVOID RUN-ON SENTENCES  (Ex: You should take Natural Resources it’s the best class at 

Seaholm because it’s fun, it meets outside and you get to climb on a ropes course.) 

 

a. Make separate sentences. (Ex:  You should take Natural Resources.  It’s the best class at Seaholm, 

because it’s fun, it meets outside and you get to climb on a ropes course.) 

 

b. Use a semicolon to separate the independent clauses (Ex:  You should take Natural Resources; it’s 

the best class at Seaholm, because it’s fun, it meets outside and you get to climb on a ropes 

course.) 

 

c. Use a comma and a coordination conjunction. (Ex:  You should take Natural Resources, because 

it’s the best class at Seaholm; It’s fun, it meets outside and you get to climb on a ropes course.) 

 

6. Also: 

a. Keep sentences short and simple 

b. Don’t use words if you don’t know their meaning 

c. Use active voice, NOT passive    

i. DO:  The student wrote the sentence 

ii. DON’T:  The sentence was written by the student 

d. Proof read OUT LOUD 

e. Ask someone with fresh eyes to proof read it too! 

f. Watch out for sentence fragments 

i. FRAGMENT:  After school on Monday. 

ii. COMPLETE SENTENCE:  After school on Monday, I will get my driver’s license. 

g. Be specific - avoid words like “good”, “things” and “okay” 

h. Limit your use of Be Verbs and use Action Verbs instead 

i. LIMIT: be, am, is, are, was, were, being, been 

ii. SOME ACTION VERBS:  throw, accept, ran, dig, jump, swim, hike, buy, yell, sit 

i. Keep tense constant!  Look for that mistake when proof reading. 


